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In this issue –July 2013            Page 
PRESSIE’S PRATTLE. Repeaters!!  Yep & 295’s hoof saga.   2. 
BABY WATCH. Hello Anaka Amelyia, 166 ½.   2. 
ROBBERTSTOWN Through my eyes, Benji 295 ½.   3. 
RALLY ROUND UP. What’s new & what’s not.   4. 
TREASURE TROVE. A bit on subs and a bit about babies   6. 
ROBERTSTOWN Two Day trial by 48.   7. 
PLACES & FACES 423 & some Robby picks.   9. 
RIDE RAMBLINGS Benji’s picture page.  10. 
CROSSWORD. Last month’s crossword answers. 11. 
GREETINGS. Birthday wishes to our July members. 11. 
CLASSIFIEDS. Member’s sell, buy or exchange. 11. 
MEMBER’S. Contributions to our delinquency. 12. 
TUCK’S TALES. Winter woes. 13. 
IN THE KITCHEN. 49 includes a few more tried and true taste tempters. 14. 
MINUTES. Of the 352nd OCM. 15. 
CROSSWORD. This Month’s Crossword. 16. 
 
Editorial for the Communicator must reach the Editor on or before the third Thursday of 
the month for inclusion in that month’s issue.   Any and all articles are welcome, however 
the editors reserve the right to vet suitability for publication. 
To submit articles, items for publication, letters to the editor or to ask questions of our 
technical writers, please address all correspondence to The Editor at the address shown on 
the front cover or via email to phil.48@bigpond.com   If you know of anyone who wants 
to advertise in the Communicator, space and charges are available on request, speak to a 
committee member for more information. 
 
ACRM SA Inc. c\- Chris or Phil 08 8522 6081. 
Editors  Phil Richards 08 8522 6081  e-mail:- phil.48@bigpond.com 
  Chris Richards 08 8522 6081  e-mail:- chris.49@bigpond.com 

  Graham Tucker 08 8523 1082  e-mail:- tucktwo@adam.com.au 
Webmaster: Adrian Menzel 08 8581 7149  e-mail:- akmen@bigpond.com 
Or via our postal address, PO Box 69 Smithfield Plains SA 5114 
 

                                      Meeting dates. 
ACRM SA Inc.  Meetings are on the FOURTH TUESDAY of each month. 

There is no Meeting in December. 
The next OCM is the on June 25th. 
July’s meeting will be on the 23rd. 

ACRM SA Inc. Meetings are held at 3 Redmond Rd. Colinswood. SA. 
Gawler/Barossa general meetings are bi-monthly, on the THIRD TUESDAY of the 

month. Also no meeting in December. 
Next meeting will be in Sept. 2013. 
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PRESSIES PRATTLE; Phil48: 

Yeah I know, “Here we go again,” I hear you say:  I’ve not finished with 
repeaters yet, not by a long shot.  After successful testing for the Robby 2-Day 
and making a stupid statement like.  “On the day our repeater antenna will be a bit 
higher so signals may even be better.”  Instead, they weren’t so plan ‘B’ was 
reverted to and a change of repeater on a lower antenna using only a ½ ~ dipole 
performed very well. It seems, but I’m still to prove it, that the newly fitted ident 
is causing de-sense within the system so its back to the drawing board before I 
install the last two ident boards. 

Daryl 296 was to have surgery on his hoof in May but it wasn’t that straight 
forward.  After Lynda dropped him off at the Lyell Mac and waited for him to be 
seen to, she went home to Angaston, only to receive a phone call, “You can pick 
your husband up we don’t have a bed for him.  The next appointment was made 
and Daryl was duly delivered – this time she waited until he was in a bed before 
leaving but it still didn’t go fully to plan.  While under anaesthetic the surgeon 
decided the planned operation was unnecessary so after doing some manipulation 
he was sent to recovery.  He went home a day later, a bit annoyed at not being 
fixed but was pleasantly surprised the next day when he woke and could put his 
foot flat on the floor.  He could walk fairly well so he is now letting things take its 
course and hoping it continues to improve.  Good luck Daryl, however, as I 
always lament, “Better your foot than mine.” 

 

Baby watch; Phil 48: 
After nothing happening naturally, Tash 167 was admitted to hospital to be 
induced on the 13th July.  Then as dad-to-be Brenton 166, put it – the waiting 
game began.  About 14 hours of waiting game actually, then I got a text with a 
picture of the new arrival.  Congrats go to the new parents, Brenton 166 & Tash 
167.  I should also mention, that she makes it grandchild number eight – it’s no 
wonder a fella feels old.  Say hello to Anaka Amelyia. 

Ahhh, 
that’s 
better 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You better put me back its so cold out here  
I’m turning blue . 
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Robertstown through the eyes of 295 ½. 

It was the week before Robertstown and Dad & Mum (295 & 296) kept talking 
about it, telling me all about the bikes and how much fun it was but also warning 
me that it was going to be noisy and dirty. 

Saturday came and we were all packed and ready to go, off in the car we went, by 
we I mean me, Mum, Dad, friends Katie & Rebekka & the dogs too (Shadow & 
Coco), we arrived in Robertstown and had a quick stop in Main to say hello to 
Phil (48), Chris (49) and John (232), then it was back down towards Point Pass to 
find our checkpoints and controllers. A few dirt roads, lots of bumps & dips and 
then we spotted a huge campfire and marquee so we turned into the gate and after 
introductions, looked for a spot to set up. Being that we were situated in amongst 
trees they hadn’t left us much choice but to set up right next to the track, which 
meant a grubby weekend. 

By the time the bikes came we were all set up and ready to go.  I had eaten my 
lunch & was ready for a sleep to which all the controllers told Mum he’ll never 
sleep through the noise of the bikes but to their surprise I slept for the length of 
the whole first lap. 
While I was sleeping No 43 (Shane Bain – Mohawk man) came into the 
checkpoint and while chatting away to Mum asked about me but was 
disappointed to hear that I was asleep and said he would see me next lap.  On lap 
two I was up and awake and full of smiles for all the riders, even giving Shane a 
big grin when he came over to say Hi and to tell me to hurry up and get bigger so 
I can start riding bikes too. 

All over for the first day and we all crashed into bed ready to do it again on 
Sunday.  We were up bright and early and raring to go, breakfast was all done and 
dusted when a call from a previous checkpoint, over the radio, advised us bikes 
were on the way.  I was awake for most of the lap and was happy to sit with dad 
and watch the bikes come in and out of the checkpoint.  There were a few 
mishaps here and there with missing bikes, breakdowns & a crash in our section.  
Shane arrived & asked Mum if I was awake, then Mum asked him if she could sit 
me on his bike for a photo, he was happy to do so and even posed for the photo 
with me, which was a highlight for me being that I am only small and Shane’s 
bike is huge. 
The day came to an end so it was time to pack up and go home, all in all we had a 
great weekend and am looking forward to the 24 hour, its just a pity it will be the 
last one Shane will be doing.  Before signing off, all I can say is c’mon other little 
junior ACRM members – if I can hack it out there then so can you. 

There are some photos in Ride Ramblings. 
Benji – 295 ½. 
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RALLY ROUND UP, Nev 228. 
 
The Robertstown 2 Day is over and I thank all concerned, only one ride separates 
it from the next biggy.  July 6th & 7th at Towitta Park, followed by: 
Swann 24 Hr Reliability Trial, July 13th & 14th. 
Sandy Creek Ride, August 3rd & 4th, initially listed for the same time as Mallala 
but brought forward a week to suit us. 
Mallala, 10th Aug. 
Clare MCC 14th Sept. 
State Championships, 5-7 Oct, may be held at Starkeys, (still to be confirmed). 
 
I still need monitors for the Swann 24-hour, Mallala and Clare, please contact 
either me on 0439 887 411 or Phil 48 on 0400 390 800 to register interest. 
 

TREASURE TROVE; Chris 49 
 
We are one month into the new financial year and I ‘m pleased to say that subs 
are slowly coming in.  It is encouraging to see that the interest is still there.  There 
are a few members yet to submit their remittance form, please do so before next 
month.  If we have not received your subs by the next mag a reminder will be 
sent.  The reminder is final and anyone not renewing will be deemed unfinancial 
and ultimately a non-member. 

I had a phone call from Lisa 333, who tells me Amia is now 7 lb 6 oz and 
doing well. After she had been put onto formula earlier, she developed mild 
constipation but that has improved now. You forget how tiny babies are, 
particularly when they’re premature. Now that she has doubled her birth weight, 
there still isn’t much of her but when our granddaughter, Anaka came along, 
almost full term and weighed in at 7 lb 12 oz, you get a reminder on tiny. I think 
Benji is around 15 lb now and proving to be quite a bruiser, with a smile that is 
quite infectious.  He seems to enjoy life and he certainly enjoys his events.  Daryl 
& Lynda, his proud parents, have made the right decision to acclimatise him to 
noise right from the start, which means he can sleep through almost anything.  
Well-done guys. 
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Robertstown 2-Day Reliability Trial 2013 by Phil 48 
 
The first of the biggies for the year. Firstly, thanks to prompt info from the 
Velocette club, we were given maps early and the spin off was beneficial to our 
member’s, who were also notified early, giving those who wanted time to 
research their location and in some cases go and check out the area.  Louie 107 
was one such person and his prior knowledge turned out beneficial because 
although we placed him there because of the area he needs to park his bus, we 
ultimately had to shift him because the control was actually about 150 metres 
further along the road and the Landowner next to his camp was giving him grief 
about parking on a road.  A road, mind you, that had no resemblance to a track, let 
alone a road.  The track (for want of a better word) joined Checkpoint 1 to 
Checkpoint 2 and about 2/3rds the way along the track gave way to rocks that no 
car could traverse, giving rise to the statement “What Road?”  Any way, an early 
call to John 324, who was on the only other control big enough to accommodate 
107’s bus, was made and with John’s okay to swap, Adrian 423 went out to Louie 
and escorted him to Check 7.  A thousand thanks go to John for doing the swap 
and getting into position an hour before he was initially due to set up.  Thank you 
also to Louie for agreeing to do the shift.  It’s no mean feat to up house and shift 
at a moments notice. 
Chris and I went up on Friday as usual after hurriedly packing and had a very 
leisurely drive up to Robby and then on to Adrian & Val’s place where we 
camped for the night and were treated to the obligatory evening meal.  Bill 78 was 
en-route at roughly the same time and as he was on Control 2 (near the repeater 
site), he had offered to babysit it.  After a quick stop in Eudunda to pick up some 
of the nations best Cornish pasties we headed to Robby when Bill called to say he 
was on site.  Instead of turning right to the Menzel’s place and allowing Chris to 
relieve her now full bladder, I turned left up to the Scenic Route and went down 
to meet up with Bill.  After erecting the repeater and antenna, we went back to 
Point Pass with a now bursting 49, who was frantically holding the legs well and 
truly crossed, hoping the trip between Point Pass and Robby goes fairly quickly.  
It did but in my haste I forgot to check comms from the doubtful Checkpoint 8. 
After arriving at Adrian’s and setting up the caravan, we (Adrian & I) went out to 
check Control 8, see Louie, visit Bill once more and see the landowner of the 
property the repeater is set up on.  Comms from 8 were woeful so Bill tried a 
different antenna. This failed to improve things so we decided, as it was now 
dark, we’d have a go again in the morning.  Morning came around all too soon 
but there were a few chores to carry out before we could get stuck into the 
repeater problem. 
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Chronologically that incurred breakfast, decamp, get to the Robby oval and set 
up.  Leave Chris to sort out Main and then head for Bill and the repeater problem.  
However, when we couldn’t access the repeater from Main by hand held, I 
gambled that the problem was repeater so I asked Bill to put the spare into service 
and we would try it from Main and then from 8.  The swap was a success, we 
were now communicating at a level expected.  However, 8 still had to be checked 
– but before that could happen, the change between 1 and 7 had to be confirmed 
so I rang John and got the okay.  Adrian then went out to shift 107 to Control 7 
and test 8.  Both were successful. 
When it comes to thanking people for effort, above and beyond, both Adrian and 
Bill deserve accolades. 
 Not everything went to plan and once back at Main, one of the first things I 
noticed was no radio box for Main.  Minor problem really – just ring 222 and ask 
him to swing past home and pick it up, he has to go past Main to his control 
anyway.  In the meantime I put one of the spare radios on to a power supply and 
away we went.  Start was at 1:01 but first bike didn’t leave until 1:07 and within 
about an hour Daniel dropped the radio box in to us. 
Nev 228 had a spare battery so we had back up if necessary but that was 
disconnected once I hooked up the radio in the box, which has its own back up 
batteries. 
I fitted mobiles to the ambulance and Bike pick-up this year.  Other officials had 
hand-helds  
Saturday was fairly uneventful, with Marcus from EMT thinking it was money for 
nothing but Sunday was a different kettle of fish.  An injury occurred out in the 
field that took the two medics and the ambulance away from Main.  Then because 
no medic was as main to assist the inevitable happened, a rider who injured his 
leg on course, retired at a control and made his own way back to main where he 
thought he’d get looked at.  In the absence of medics, Chris got some ice from the 
kitchen staff for him to apply on his knee.  Within an hour the medics had 
returned and his leg was being seen to. 
One of the main reasons at this trial was to debut the placing of scratched riders 
on the website so they could be downloaded by the monitors with phone access at 
the controls. By and large the system is sound and certainly worked but with 
limited access in the Robby area, only 5 of the 12 controls could access the info.  
One other control had phone signal but not the technology so technically half the 
track was covered. 
The website to see the scratch list is http://www.acrm.org.au/scratchings.html or there 
is a link from the website main page to it http://www.acrm.org.au/. 
The only flaw in the system was the amount of time it took to keep it updated. 
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Unless I come up with something simpler it is a full time job to upload the 
scratchings to the website.  Only updating every 10 minutes or any other set time 
would be useless and totally defeat the purpose.  Thus I tried to put scratching in 
as they happened, even though it meant writing 8000 bytes of data anything up to 
10 (or more) times an hour. You can imagine my surprise when only a couple of 
hours later I lost connectivity.  Luckily I can use my phone to tether a connection 
to the laptop and I get 1 gig of data included in my phone plan.  Strangely enough 
after about 5 hours of transferring data I’d only used 3% of my allowance. So it 
appears fairly economical to put the scratchings online.  I have now picked up a 
USB stick that supports up to 5 WiFi devices. It came with 5Gig of Data so I’m 
looking forward to trying it out.  I’ll trial it at Towitta and then again at the 24. 
Sunday went fast and before long we were packing up but not before signals from 
main had dropped to an almost unreadable level and we were missing calls too.  
At one point I was outside the clubrooms where we set up and was aware that I 
could hear calls on my portable that were going unanswered by main so I took the 
calls on the hand-held.  When back in the room doing more packing up, I noticed 
I had done the same thing I did at the 24-Hour once and that is forgot to plug the 
radio box into 240 volts so we had been running on the back-up batteries for 2 
days – batteries that were now going flat so it was no wonder our signals went 
awry. 
We planned to meet Bill at Point Pass on the way home because he had packed up 
the repeater for us, saving me another 30k-plus round trip. 
Every year I say the same thing and that is, We need to rationalise the amount of 
equipment we carry to an event like this and each year I reckon it gets more, not 
less.  It was well and truly dark by the time we met up with Bill but it didn’t take 
long to swap the stuff over and we were on our way South. 
In wrapping up this account of Robby 2013, I want to thank anyone not already 
thanked and say that it was a very enjoyable event with even the weather being 
uncharacteristically kind to us.  The Velocette club only used 12 controls this year 
so it was fairly easy to cover but it meant many people missed out on a great 
event, if you missed out why not register now for next year. 

 
Antola Ride 2013; Phil 48: 

 
This was another ride we arrived at a day early and with the power 

problems mentioned last month it was probably a good thing.  On Friday night 
Chris was able to give boss 2 (Paula) a hand, while I set up the computer (until 
the battery failed). 
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We had rides on Saturday and Sunday so Daryl & Lynda came up to do the 
Saturday control (a 20 k leg) and set up camp at that location where they did it 
again on Sunday, only Sunday was a bit busier, apart from a 20k, there was also 
an 80k and a 40k.  John 232, who has learnt the benefit of finding a control in the 
daylight, also came up on Saturday.  He had two controls on Sunday, which 
meant a shift after all horses were through him on the first leg. He also saw all 
riders, some twice, others only once.  The other controls were covered by Bill 78 
& John 232 after he shifted.  It’s nice to work with professionals, people who 
know how to set up a ride and look after their volunteers.  On Saturday evening a 
BBQ was arranged so Daryl & Linda came back to main when their control 
finished, joining John, Chris and me for a nice meal. 
Graham Dugmore (Duggy) is a South Aussie turned Mexican, who has been 
involved in Endurance rides for as long as I can remember, came over from Vic to 
help out and had been there a few days when we arrived.  A pat on the back goes 
to them all for organising an excellent ride. Paula & Tony, along with their two 
kids, Danielle and Kimberly, topped off with Dougy, worked non-stop (except for 
maybe long enough to pull the ring on another beer, to get it right.  When I say 
kids I should say young ladies, I guess they will always be kids to me, just like 
my own, the youngest of whom is 40, are still the kids.  We have watched 
Kimberly and Danielle grow since they were knee high to a grasshopper, thus, 
kids still seems appropriate to me. 
The early start Sunday went smoothly and despite the earlier inconvenience of no 
power, being at the start line was beneficial. 
From Main to Check 1 was about 23k so within an hour and a half John was able 
to move to his second control, which was not as simple as finding the first.  It did 
show up a minor fault in the maps we supply and that the size of the dot I put on 
the map to denote the checkpoint location is too big but anything smaller is lost 
on the map.  According to the GPS the dot covered an area too large to pinpoint 
the actual checkpoint and in a move from normality, not all checkpoints had water 
drums, which we often use as a good indication of the control location. 
John’s control was the first on leg 2, followed by Bill’s, who came up in the 
morning as it wasn’t needed until about 9am. Following Bill on Check 6, the 
riders went to Daryl & Lynda where they did a loop before coming into Main for 
vetting. 
It was looking like an early finish and we weren’t disappointed.  We hung around 
for presentations and helped eat some of the meat that was left over from the 
previous night. 
Chris got a special mention for her help and ACRM was duly thanked for our 
assistance. 
The drive home is a story of its own. 
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Places & Faces; Phil 48: 
SPRUNG: 
Talk about getting 
caught with your 
hand in the cookie 
jar. 
Here we find Adrian 
423 sound asleep 
with his hand a in a 
packet of Malteser 
type lollies. 
 
Also note, the effort 
taken to dress up for 
tea, tie and all. 
 
 
 
 

Some of the dust Benji 
mentioned in his report 
of Robby, witness the 
brown bonnet 
After 166 successfully 
closed in his ute with a 
tarp, we tried it with 
the Ranger and it was 
brilliant. 
 
 
 
 
All the comforts of 
home, what more would 
you want? 
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Ride Ramblings; 295 ½: 
In this shot Mum was standing 
behind the tree, feeling quite safe, 
when Outfit 2, the Osborne 
brothers, rounded the bend and 
showered her in dirt. 
I think if she had stayed there, all 
the bikes would have got her. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What’s that rooster tail coming off 
the third wheel for? 
Have we got a driven third wheel 
here I wonder, A bit like a trike I 
suppose, if so I want one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shane, Dad and me. 
 
Shane said Reliability trials are 
getting too dear and he may try 
something else after the 24. 
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            LAST MONTH’S 
 CROSSWORD ANSWERS 
 

    A   C    R   M          A   C    C    E    N   T    E   D 
 

   C          A          J           A          C          H          E 

 

    A   N   D    R   O    I     D          C    H    I    N   A 
 

   D          I           C          D          E          R          F 
 

   E    L    O    C   U    T    I    O    N    I     S   T 
 

   M                      L           E          T           T          I 
 

     I    N    D    I    A    N         A    R     I    S     E   N 
  

    C          A          R          P           I                        I 
 

          A    N    T    I     A    I     R   C    R    A   F     T 
 

    B          C          T          R           I           N          I 
 

    A    L    I     B    I           A   N    T   E     N    N   A 
   

    R          N          E          T          Y          E           L 
 

     D    I    G    E    S    T    E    D           A    X    E   S 

 
WANTED TO SELL, BUY OR EXCHANGE 
 
 
Wanted to sell. This is the perfect chance to pick up a near new Dyson Upright vacuum cleaner 
with all accessories; model DC25.  New price $998, sell for $500.  Contact Ros on 85223929. 
 
Wanted to sell:-USB 3G Vodaphone mobile broadband stick, no credit left.  Contact Phil 
48 on 0400390800, $5.0. 
 
Wanted to sell:- USB Next G Telstra mobile broadband stick, no credit left.  Contact Phil 
48 on 0400390800, $15.0. 
 
 
Wanted to sell, buy or exchange ads are free to members.   Please contact a committee member or 
send your ad to The Editor c/- ACRM at the address on the cover. 
You can also email it to The Editor c/- phil.48@bigpond.com 

GREETINGS 
Birthday greetings for July go to: 
Daryl 295 for the 9th & 
Adrian 423 for the 28th. 
Congratulations to you both. 
 

Thinking of you. 
Best wishes go to Mick Aux 51, who 
was taken to hospital with an unknown 
problem in March. He was back home 
by the May meeting but is evidently 
fairly crook. Get well soon Mick. 
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Member’s contribution’s to our delinquency. 
 
232 Submitted this. 
A former Army sergeant took a new job as a schoolteacher; but just before the 
school year started he injured his back. He was required to wear a plaster cast 
around the upper part of his body. Fortunately, the cast fit under his shirt and 
wasn’t noticeable.  
On the first day of class, he found himself assigned to the toughest students in the 
school. The smart-alecky punks, having already heard the new teacher was 
former Army, were leery of him. Walking confidently into the rowdy classroom, 
the new teacher opened the window wide and sat down at his desk. When a strong 
breeze made his tie flap, he picked up a stapler and promptly stapled the tie to his 
chest.  
He had no trouble with discipline that year.  
 
A few from Bill78, who writes, 
We all know it’s politically incorrect, maybe even sexist but you have 
to laugh. 

A husband was throwing knives at his wife’s picture but all were missing 
the target! 
Suddenly he received a call from her "Hi, what are you doing?" 
His honest reply, "MISSING YOU HEAPS." 
 
A lady said to her doctor: “My husband has a habit of talking in his sleep!  What 
should I give him to cure it?” 
Dr:  Give him an opportunity to speak when he is  awake. 
 
NATURAL  DISASTERS JUST HAPPEN 
Nobody  teaches volcanoes to erupt, tsunamis to devastate or hurricanes  to swirl 
& no one teaches a man how to choose a wife. 
YEP, NATURAL DISASTERS JUST HAPPEN. 
 
Doctor:  “Madam, your husband needs rest and peace, so here are some sleeping 
pills.” 
Wife:  “Thanks Doctor, when should I give them to him?” 
Doctor:  Not him Madam, they are for you! 
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An  Airline introduced a special package for Business men. 
Buy  your ticket and get your wife's ticket free. 
In order to gauge the success of the new package deals, the company sent letters 
to all the wives asking how was the trip. 
All of them gave the same reply..."What trip?" 
 
A Woman buys a new Sim Card.  Puts it in her phone and decides to surprise her 
husband who is seated on the couch in the Living  room. 
She goes to the kitchen and calls her husband with the new number: 
"Hello Darling." 
The husband responds in a low tone: 
"Let me call you back later Honey, the stupid woman is in the kitchen.” 
 
Dear  Mother-in-law, 
"Don’t tell me how to handle my children, I'm living with one of yours  & he 
could use a lot of improvement." 
 
 

Tucks Tales; by Graham 141: 
 
 Another Long weekend has passed, almost unnoticed – but not quite, 
First of all I had to work at the local Visitor Centre on Saturday and Monday 
afternoons then on Saturday night I went out to a musical at the Arts Theatre. My 
friends from Auburn stayed overnight rather than drive home late at night and 
finally got away mid morning Sunday.  At which time I had good intentions of 
heading for Robbie, until that is, I sat in the 380 and listened to the starter slowly 
grinding to a halt. 
 Ah! Winter woes, the battery that had seen nearly 4 years faithful service 
had decided to give up so I rang the RAA and awaited their arrival, which wasn’t 
until midday, too late to head for Robbie.  A lesson learnt, albeit the hard way, if I 
had noticed it getting a bit slow the week before and acted then I’m sure I could 
have got a new battery for less than $160.
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IN THE KITCHEN with Chris 49 
 
Our Tea Lady was scheduled for surgery at the time of last month’s 
meeting so I made some scones to have for supper.  Others, also 
thought they would bring something, it was like an end of year 
break up, including 232, who brought this rather nice Skillet Cookie, 

the recipe of which follows.  Thanks John. 
 

PEANUT BUTTER & DARK CHOCOLATE CHUNK SKILLET COOKIE  
 

150g unsalted butter, chopped  ½ cup firmly packed brown sugar 
¼ cup caster sugar    1 egg, lightly whisked 
1 tsp vanilla extract   1¾ cups plain flour, sifted 
½ tsp bicarbonate soda, sifted  ⅓ cup crunchy peanut butter 
100g Lindt 70% dark chocolate, coarsely chopped 

 
       Method. 

1. Preheat oven to 180oC. Stir butter 
and combined sugars in an 18.5cm 
(base measurement) ovenproof 
frying pan over medium-low heat 
for 3 minutes or until the butter 
melts. Set aside for 15 minutes to 
cool. 

2. Stir egg and vanilla into butter 
mixture. Stir in flour and bicarbonate of soda until just combined.  
Randomly drop teaspoonsful of peanut butter over the mixture. Sprinkle 
with chocolate. Gently stir until just combined. Smooth the surface. 

3. Bake for 25 minutes or until crisp. Set aside to cool completely. Cut into 
triangles. 

Something you always wanted to know! 
 

Hors-d’ Oeuvres, which are now so much associated with the French, 
originally came from Russia, imported by Peter the Great.  The French Chefs 
of that time at first despised them and refused to prepare them so they were 
prepared by others, which is where they got their curious name, which means 
‘outside work.  Hors-d’ Oeuvre made an attractive start to any meal and they 
are a practical way of making the main dish go further because the take the 
edge off that first ravenous hunger. 
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Minutes of the 352nd Open Committee Meeting of ACRM SA 
Inc, held on 28th May 2013 at Collinswood. 

 
Meeting Opened at 2005 hrs 
President Welcomed All 
Present.. 141, A153, 232, 21, 43, 44, 48, 49, 295, 296. 
Visitors G78, Benji 295.5, Rebecca, Graham. 
Apologies 64, 120, 370, 371, 372, A51, 233, 228. 
Minutes of Previous Meeting: - Moved by 295 that the minutes, as printed, be a true and 
correct record of the March meeting. It was seconded by 44 and Carried. 
Matters Arising   Nil 
Correspondence: - In 13/19-13/22.  Out 13/17. 21 moved that correspondence be 
received, Seconded by 232, Carried. 
 

Reports 
President, All ident boards are ready for fitting, 5 is done 3 to be completed for the 24. 
Secretary: - Nil 
Treasurer: - Bal  $2848.57.  In $472.60, Out 548.89 Moved 296 Sec 43 Carried 
Rally Coordinator    Absent 
Social Sec..  Nil  
Resources   Nil 

General Business. 
232, Query re Lisa’s car, nothing heard yet. 
49, Lisa 333 & baby have gone home to Robbie. 
 
Meeting closed:- at 2032 
Next meeting:- #353  June 25th at 8.00pm – 3 Redmond St. Collinswood. 
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Crossword Puzzle, Phil 48 . 
Answers next month. 

A word of thanks to our sponsors, some old, some new.   To an old stalwart, Foodland 
Gawler, thank you and we welcome a few more. 

 
 

 

 

 

  

  

Robern Menz, Office Works, 
Maccas & K Mart. 
Their assistance is greatly 
appreciated.   Please show your 
support by supporting them. 

               ACROSS  
  1.  Dog sound 
  3.  Splits in flesh. 
  9.  Enter a vessel, go _ _  _ _ _ _ _. 
.10. Hand care name. 
11.  Radio term. Mixing two signals. 
13.  Slice of bacon. 
15.  Entertains. 
17.  Not happy. 
20.  Plant used as a fence. 
21.  Headkerchief. 
22.  Smarter (clothes). 
23.  Golf accessories. 
 
                DOWN 
  1.  Male siblings. 
  2.  Mechanical man. 
  4.  A compound with Iodine. 
..5.  Finding words with like meaning. 
  6.  Deep gorges. 
  7.  Peruse. 
  8.  State of being bald. 
12.  Pre owned vehicles (2 Wds). 
14.  Defraud. 
16.  Horse shelter 
18.  Mad. 
19.  Garden storage room. 
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GAWLER SECONDHAND TRADERS 
2-4 Fifteenth St, 

GAWLER SA 5118 
Phone 8523 3566 

 
If it’s Secondhand you’re seeking, give us a try first 

and even if it is not, come in anyway. 
 

Furniture, home wares, curios and knick-knacks. 
Something for everyone. 
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